The transition process between Junior and Senior School and the adopted house
system are two areas I have fully immersed myself in at Robert Gordon’s College
(RGC) and thoroughly enjoyed exploring the similarities and differences employed at
both Kristin School and Scotch College in comparison to RGC.
Purpose
Having recently been appointed as Acting Principal Teacher of Transition, I was keen to
undertake some basic research to hear directly from the pupils and staff in other
schools about their experience of transition and how RGC could further enhance its
current transition programme.
Additionally, in my substantive post as Head of a House, I took the the opportunity to
study the house system employed at other schools and introduce to RGC some of their
more popular house activities and initiatives.
Before embarking on the GAIL Fellowship, I conducted some research related to the
transition process for both pupils and parents (see Appendix 1). Overall the findings
were extremely positive although a small percentage of parents reported that their child
had found the transition experience very daunting. Also some parents offered
constructive suggestions on how to improve the process.
I made the decision to undertake my GAIL Staff Fellowship at both Kristin and Scotch
College as they are aligned to RGC, both are independent co-educational and cater for
pupils from ages 3 - 18 years old. Additionally my research revealed that smooth
effective transition from Junior to Middle/Senior is a core objective at both Kristin and
Scotch College;
Kristin College aims to create a constructive transition for pupils where they provide a
‘positive and stable foundation for their schooling experience.’ - Kristin School website
2016. Dr Newton, Principal of Scotch College believes transition should involve ‘making
the change through the school happily with a sense of progress, cohesion and
excitement but without it being scary.”
Furthermore both Kristin and Scotch have a house system in place which acts as a
primary framework in which the college structures students to provide them with a
sense of identity and an opportunity to belong to a smaller community within a large
institution. RGC also follow the same house procedure.
Aims
I had two main aims for my GAIL Staff Fellowship:
1) Investigate the transition process implemented for pupils, parents and staff from Junior to
Middle/Senior School in both Kristin School and Scotch College. This included identifying
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specific practices that lead to positive experiences and exploring experiences/perceptions of
transition.
2) Explore the house system adopted by Kristin School and Scotch College and in particular
the involvement of Junior School.
Through data collection the similarities and differences in the three schools were identified.
Following the completion of the fellowship and by identifying the above aims, my intention
was to also to try and achieve the following objectives:
● To improve integration of both RGC Junior School pupils and external feeder primary

schools to RGC Senior School.
● For all Secondary 1 (S1) pupils to feel less apprehensive about beginning RGC

Senior School.
● For S1 pupils to show an increased interest in school and school work (including

new subjects experienced).
● For S1 pupils to feel at ease with school organisation and new routines.
● For S1 pupils to develop new friendships, improve self-esteem and confidence.
● For S1 pupils to settle well into Senior School life and cause parents no concern.
● To create stronger links between Junior and Senior School.
● For new S1 pupils to feel a sense of belonging and house identity.
● To create friendships with pupils outside of the year group, especially older

years.
● Integration of year groups for house events.
● Improved leadership opportunities for staff and pupils.
● For all new RGC parents to feel part of the RGC community.
● Improved communication to feeder external Primary schools.

By exchanging information, practices and procedures associated with transition it is my
intention to identify the best practices which can be adopted by both RGC and receiving
schools.
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Furthermore by working collaboratively and observing transition events with other GAIL
members it is anticipated that the outputs and outcomes of this research could be
adopted by all GAIL members and that this report will provide useful and helpful
information.

Previous Research
Before deciding on the specific aims for my fellowship, I firstly conducted research to
identify if any papers had previously been published on the subject of transition. The
following findings below inspired me further to proceed with my idea.
As stated by Rice et al (2011) “Before transition nearly all pupils express some
concerns about the formal organisational aspect of the new school system such as
following a timetable as well as informal social changes such as older pupils.”
Additionally, West et al discovered that ‘The transition from primary to secondary school
in the UK, and its equivalent elsewhere, has been depicted both as ‘one of the most
difficult in pupils’ educational careers’.
As well as exploring why pupils find the move from primary to secondary a daunting
experience I really wanted to depict as to why this occurs.
Zeedyk et al (2003) revealed that ‘The move from primary to secondary school results
in a range of consequences for young people even when the new circumstances
eventually lead to increased self-confidence, stronger commitment to peers and greater
motivation it seems there is a considerable period of stress and worry.’
Furthermore, Rice et al (2011) states that ‘The primary–secondary transition can
negatively affect pupils’ emotional and psychological adjustment. However, methods for
assessing concerns regarding secondary school are limited’. A reliable and valid
measure of transition-related concerns would be useful both in evaluating and shaping
the content and delivery of universal and targeted transition support programmes.’
From the above findings, I then identified that I wanted to research Primary 7 (P7)
perceptions of the move to senior school and also S1 pupils experiences of the
transition process. I also felt very passionately about identifying the benefits to pupils of
being placed within a house and the importance of the house system within the school
community.
Research Methods
I conducted the following research methods:
● Interviews
● Questionnaires/Surveys
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● Observations

The chosen methods allowed me to identify the methodologies currently employed by
both Kristin School and Scotch College regarding the transition process, the house
activities undertaken and the experiences/feelings of many participants affected by the
research topic.
I enlisted the help of the following participants and conducted interviews with each:
● Current Year 6 (equivalent to P7) Junior School pupils
● Current Year 7 (equivalent to S1) Middle School pupils both from Junior
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

and outside external Junior Schools
House Captains (both Junior and Senior School pupils assigned to the
role)
Principals of Junior, Middle and Senior School
Year Group Heads
Staff in Heads of House Roles
Junior School Year 6 Staff
Senior School Year 7 form/homeroom/guidance teachers
Any member of staff fulfilling a transition role similar to the Principal
Teacher of Transition role at RGC
Parents

I used more of a qualitative research approach as opposed to quantitative as according
to Burke R, Johnson R. (2004), “Qualitative research can sometimes provide a better
understanding of the nature of educational problems and thus add to insights into
teaching and learning in a number of contexts.”
I conducted the use of semi-structured interviews as this qualitative method of inquiry
combines a pre-determined set of open questions with the opportunity for the
interviewer to explore particular themes or responses further. Due to using such a wide
spread of people associated with both schools, this allowed me to discover individual
perceptions about the current transition programme and house system and gave me an
in-depth account of all areas associated with transition in both schools.
Furthermore, as Gillham (2000) quotes, “Face-to-face interviewing may be appropriate
where depth of meaning is important and the research is primarily focused in gaining
insight and understanding.”
Additionally, to gain an insight into the opinions and feelings of both the transition
process and the success of the house system adopted in both Kristin School and
Scotch College, I conducted surveys using questionnaires. The questions asked were
both open and closed ended as I wanted to ensure that the participants found the
questionnaires easy to answer but also give them the opportunity to voice their personal
thoughts in regards to the subject area.
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Although the basis of my research involved qualitative data collection, I have presented
some of the results in a statistical form (this can be found in the results section).
The research data collection will remain anonymous, but I have identified which school
the participants are associated with.
Before the data collection took place, I ensured consent was granted for all chosen
participants to be included within the study. My intended questions were sent to the
GAIL Champions in both Kristin and Scotch College who liaised with their ethics
department. Additionally they both provided me with further ideas and suggestions to
further enhance the specificity and accuracy of my data collection, for this I am very
grateful.
Furthermore, Kristin School had featured an article in their newsletter (see Appendix 2)
informing pupils and parents about my GAIL staff fellowship and my intention of
interviewing pupils. This was extremely helpful as it gave parents an opportunity to
contact the school if they had any further questions regarding my visit.
From the initial planning of my fellowship, it became evident very early on that the use
of observations would be one of the main methods of data collection required in order to
gather first hand successful practices. I therefore listed the areas I felt would be the
most worthwhile to observe and shared them with the GAIL Champions:
Transition
● Year 7 classroom observations/assemblies/form time
● Year 7 breaktime and lunchtime provisions
● The involvement of Year 7 pupils within whole school/year group

collaborations extracurricular activities
● Day to day practice of Year 7 pupils
● Year 6 classroom observations
● Year 6 transition activities taking place, especially involving links with Middle

School
● Staff meetings regarding transition in both Junior and Middle School
● Systems in place to aid with transition/settling in e.g. buddy systems, prefects

on duty etc.
House System
● Whole School House Activities, including assemblies and house events.
● Year 6 or 7 House Events
● House Captain/Rep Meetings
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● Day to day practice of House Rep/Captains, especially Year 6 Captains.
● Staff meetings

By sharing my intended research methods and specific questions to be asked before
my arrival in both Auckland and Adelaide, the GAIL Champions were able to create a
personalised timetable (see Appendix 3) for my visit ensuring I could conduct my
research from day 1 in each school.
I am extremely thankful to the GAIL Champions for their continued help and advice
throughout the planning stage of my fellowship as by communicating regularly, it really
did ensure that they gained a true understanding of my proposal.

Research Instruments
Pupil Data Collection
When designing the pupils questionnaires, I ensured they were child friendly and
included both open and closed ended questions with an opportunity for the children to
expand on their opinion by leaving a comment if they wished. I produced them using
Google Forms, a database which is employed in both schools and readily accessible as
all pupils own personal laptops.
I shared the questionnaire with one Year 7 class only (in both schools) as opposed to
the whole year group. I made this decision as I wanted to speak to the class in person
before they completed the questionnaire and to explain to them my aims and intentions.
Additionally, I wanted them to be assured that their answers would remain anonymous.
I had requested that the pupils did not complete the questionnaires until nearer the end
of my visit as I had worked with the selected Year 7 class for the duration of my visit and
I wanted them to get to know me first. I feel this improved the accuracy and validity of
the pupils responses.
The questionnaire issued to the Year 7 pupils can be seen in Appendix 4.
When interviewing the pupils I selected 10 pupils from the chosen Year 7 class. The
participants including 5 boys and 5 girls and pupils from both Kristin/Scotch Junior
School and external feeder primary schools. The interviews took place away from
classmates and were one to one with myself.
The following questions were asked during the pupil interviews:
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1. What information (booklets etc) did you receive before starting Year 7, was this

helpful?
Did you visit Kristin/Scotch before you started Year 7? What did you do?
How did you feel before you started Kristin/Scotch - excited, nervous, scared?
What do you do at morning tea and lunchtimes?
What communication do you have with older year groups? Buddies, house
events etc
6. How different does Middle School feel to Junior School?
2.
3.
4.
5.

Staff Data Collection
I also conducted a staff questionnaire and shared this with Year 7 homeroom tutors
through the use of Google Forms. The staff questionnaire can be seen in Appendix 5.
When conducting the staff interviews, I used open and closed ended questions which
touched on many of the subject areas I wished to explore. By using this method it
allowed staff the opportunity to use full meaning answers where they could use their
knowledge or express their feelings in as much or as little detail as they liked.
The following questions were presented to all staff:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

What activities do you feel are the most effective for assisting with transition?
Do you run any house events that link to transition?
Do you feel there is anything missing from your transition programme?
What events do you run for current and new parents to the school? Coffee
mornings, information evenings, parents evenings??
What events do you run prior to the pupils entering senior school? Do you have
welcome days (a typical day) for the pupils to experience different subjects and
meet everyone that will be in their class? Maybe more than one day?
Do you run any residential team building events and if so at what time of the
year?
Is there a pupil buddy system in place for Yr7? This may be a senior pupil?
What provisions are there for the pupils at break and lunchtime for their first week
at middle school?
What is the role of the Year 6 House Captains and how do they work alongside
the Senior House Captains?

Results
A selection of the most popular/similar results are detailed below.
Pupil Questionnaires - Kristin
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1. What was the best thing about joining Middle School?
Enjoying new ideas and new friends
Getting to change classes and experiencing new subjects that I have never done before
Getting to feel grown up and responsible
Chatting with friends
Making new friends and having all the opportunities
You get so many choices with things

2. Which Year 7 activities do you enjoy participating in (this can be curricular or
extra-curricular?
As long as these activities are with my friends, and interesting to learn, I all enjoy, no
matter it is a formal class or an activity
Netball and waterpolo
Scotch College exchange
MADD and Techs
Netball and soccer
Khoas

3. Which house activities have you participated in?
House Music and House Netball
House music
Cross Country, house music
House netball, swimming sports and house music
House music
Football

4. Which

one has been your favourite?

House netball and house music
House music
House athletics day
I really liked House Music because it was cool seeing the other House's songs.
House Music
House netball because we got to play with people in our houses

Why?
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Pupil Questionnaires - Scotch
1. What was the best thing about joining Middle School?
Laptops, more subjects
Being more independent, everyone starting on the same page, meeting new people
The musical
It gives more freedom than the junior school
Having a bigger area and moving from different classes
The independence that middle school gives me and all of the new classes

2. Which Year 7 activities do you enjoy participating in (this can be curricular or
extra-curricular?
Home Ec, Design & Tech PE davinci decathalon
P.E, Maths
Camp and electives
I have enjoyed working with this grade and I have done lots of year 7 sapsasa events and
also knockout sports
I like sport and performing arts
P.E, Languages

3. Which house activities have you participated in?
Big draw, Big sing, sports day, swim carnival and big build
Sports Day, Swimming Carnival, Big Build, Big Sing
Most of them
Big sing, swimming carnival, athletics day, big build, dodgeball
Swimming carnival, Sports Day, Cross Country, Big Draw and Big Build
Sports day, swimming carnival, big build

4. Which

one has been your favourite?
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Getting lost
Having different teachers for different subjects
The unfamiliar campus and teachers
Not knowing the place well enough

10. What was the biggest challenge about starting Middle School?
New teacher
Knowing were to be at what time
Finding the classes and being organized for every lesson
Remembering how to get around the school
Learning to use my laptop because i have not used laptops before
knowing my timetable

How did you overcome it?
By getting to know my schedule and knowing where to go
By just walking around and getting used to the grounds
Asked questions
I kept practicing and asked others to help
I printed my timetable and put it on the inside of my locker so I could read it
I walked around a bit and soon learnt where they were

Teacher Questionnaire - Kristin and Scotch
1. In your opinion, which activities/events did your class participate in prior to
beginning Year 7 which contributed to an effective transition process?
Base day because you got to meet people in other classes.
Camp, maybe exhibition, although much of their chatter around this is largely negative
Orientation Day and one or two students came to visit before the end of 2016 from the JR
School
Exhibition
The homework with staggered give in days. (e.g English due Wed, Maths due Fri etc.)
Orientation Day and testing

2. On the first day of Year 7, which activities/events/processes do you feel
ensured the pupils in your class felt less apprehensive about starting Year 7?
Used fun, engaging, team building activities to build relationships and expectations first before
moving into programme as such.
Maybe the testing at the start of yr7
First week - orientation race, class bonding activities (name games etc), orientation day in
week zero
Students spent the day in their Tutor class, we do a range of activities in the classroom, tour of
the school and then the Amazing Race in the first week.
Making friends
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Jump up from juniors regarding self management and organisation of a busy timetable and
all the things they need for each class.
Making bonds with the people you don't know
For some, making friends; workload (homework); assessments
New routines and higher expectations
That you are not normally in the class with your friends, and the new kids who already
have friendship groups are together.
The bigger expectation placed on students in terms of academic progress and behaviour

9. What do you feel ensured pupils from both Kristin Junior School and outside
feeder primaries integrated effectively?
An overall positive and caring environment from both students and teachers. Promoting
the "whole person" not just academic endeavors, personable teachers who care about
their students and are professional in conduct and attitude
Orientation day and exhibition
Everyone has a clean slate and is new to the Middle School. A range of activities in the
classroom as well as across the year level
Sorry I don't understand that...
Individual attention, lots of communication
The first day of school, before Term 1

10. Are there any improvements/suggestions you can recommend regarding the
Year 6 to Year 7 transition process?
Perhaps stay with the tutor teachers and integrate with other teachers somehow for the
first 3 weeks before camp to really set up clear expectations and set up culture for the
year. Not sure how that could happen with the current timetable and separate subjects
though. It would need some thought
I don't actually think that there's much of an issue with the transition process to be
honest
A reminder that the Middle School is like a new school, everyone is treated equally as
well has a clean slate. Any issues in the Jr school are usually 'diluted' as we gain 50%
new students from other schools
Not really no
We are working on improving communication with the Junior School and Middle School
in the following ways:
Yr6/7 tutor teacher breakfast once a term (to share strategies, literacy resources that are
working well, compare notes etc)
Yr7/8 team leader to attend Yr6 team meetings periodically
Yr7 tutors to visit Yr6 classrooms in Term 4 while students are working on their inquiry
projects
Senior Management visit the Junior School / other schools to talk with Yr6 students
Yr6 attend Middle School assemblies in Term 4
Maybe a house party?

Research Findings
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Pupil Data - Key Findings
Detailed below is a summary of the key findings.
Transition From Year 6 to 7
The results indicated that the majority of Year 7 pupils in both Kristin and Scotch initially
found the thought of transitioning from Junior to Middle school very daunting and
worrying due to fear of the unknown. With the implementation of many transition
purpose led activities organized by the school on the lead up to the start of Middle
School however, these initial negative perceptions were progressively replaced with
feelings of excitement and enthusiasm for the year ahead.
The activities which proved most beneficial involved visits to Middle School, particularly
when sole use of the school was granted to new Year 7 pupils and no older year groups
were present, the sharing of information from Middle School teachers through
assemblies and class visits to correct any misleading information new pupils may have
picked up from older children and events which included the introduction of meeting
new classmates.
Within the first week of Year 7, the pupils found it extremely helpful having break time
and lunchtime activities where they felt secure and there was an opportunity to
socialise. Additionally, having specialist subject teachers coming to collect pupils from
the Year 7 homeroom classes or prefect assistance when moving to specialist subjects
was very reassuring for the Year 7 pupils.
Most pupils found attending Middle School very different to Junior School but much
preferred the change. The noticeable changes included a broader range of subjects,
more responsibility, bigger surface area, improved selection of activities at break and
lunchtime which included mixing with older year groups, increased leadership
opportunities and more freedom.
It was evident that the above activities and events put in place for the transition process
is necessary to ensure pupil happiness and diminish negative concerns regarding the
change.
House
The results showed that the vast majority of pupils felt being part of a house is important
as it gives pupils a sense of identity and belonging. Additionally, a very high percentage
of pupils had participated in house events and quickly identified their favourite event.
There were however, some pupils who found the house competition quite intimidating
and felt pressurised when playing house sports.
In both schools, the spirit of each house was extremely evident and visual. Many pupils
commented on the fact that they enjoyed wearing their house t-shirt and loved the life
size mascots being present at house events. The house system predominantly featured
as an everyday part of school life for the pupils and the majority seemed very willing to
get involved.
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Staff Data - Key Findings
I felt very privileged to interview so many members of staff and gained detailed insight
into how each school functions. Outlined below is a summary of the key findings.

Transition
Prior To Starting Year 7
In order for the transition process to be as smooth and as positive as possible for pupils,
all staff were in agreement that transition themed activities/events had to involve
collaboration between Junior and Middle School. They also recommended that these
activities should take place from the start of Year 6 and not only within the last term.
Activities included regular visits to the Middle School and also visits from Middle School
staff to Junior School, either through formal structured assemblies or less informal such
as a question and answer session.
The one activity that stood out was trial type days. Examples of this being immersion,
orientation, test or welcome days. Staff felt it was important that these days gave all
pupils (Junior School and new pupils from external schools) the opportunity to make
new friends, experience sample lessons, explore break and lunchtimes and most
importantly the pupils meet their Year 7 homeroom teacher and key staff with whom
they will be working alongside in Middle School. In both schools, pupils were also
invited into school only days before the start of the new school year to met with their
Year 7 homeroom teacher and were given the chance to ask any last minute questions.
Staff also felt very strongly that in Year 7 Junior School pupils and new pupils to the
school should be integrated effectively and when possible a 50% split in classes and it
should almost be seen as a ‘clean slate’ and a new beginning/school for all pupils.
A key theme that emerged was not only the transition process for pupils but equally as
important was the process for parents. Staff felt it was vital for parents to always be
given the opportunity and feel confident to ask any questions they may have and
similarly find the process a positive one. Notable events included, Year 6 exhibition
nights, introduction and welcome from Head of Middle School to Year 6 parents,
information meetings (especially events which ran concurrently with pupil introductions),
new parents coffee morning, lunch, picnics, BBQs and tours.
It was also evident that the sharing of information from Year 6 teachers to the Year 7
Dean and Year 7 homeroom teachers/subject teachers is essential. Time must be
allocated for this process to happen in order to ensure all information such as special
needs, behaviour issues, family details etc is passed on. This in both vocal and
electronic form. It was however expressed that Middle School staff prefer to only be
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given the relevant information and that all pupils should be given a new start where own
impressions can be formed.
After Starting Year 7
All staff were in agreement that getting the first week and indeed term ‘right’ for every
pupil is crucial for ensuring the success of Year 7. Such provisions that were listed were
pupils feeling confident and happy about where to meet on the first morning, first
lessons with the homeroom teacher should include getting to know you type games to
build relationships, pupils feeling at ease in relation to moving around school, e.g
through the use of prefects or specialist subjects collecting from homeroom classrooms
and planned break and lunchtime activities/Year 7 only area in playground.
Results showed that the majority of staff strongly felt that the Year 7 residential camps
aided the success of the transition process, by not only ensuring Junior School and non
Junior School pupils integrated effectively but also helped to build stronger relationships
between the pupil and the Year 7 homeroom teacher. They should also take place early
on within the first term so strong friendship groups are not already formed.
Similar to the sharing of information with parents before beginning Year 7, regular
communication once the pupils have started Middle School was a clear theme evident
from all staff results. Featured methods were parents evenings, where one should take
place within the first term, electronic reports which included regular updates with such
things as academic results where parents can check on their own accord, regular
emails and a phone call home after the first 10 days/ 2 weeks from the Year Dean,
homeroom teacher or Head of House regarding how the pupil has settled into Year 7
should take place.
I found all of the above results very positive and helpful in regards to my research aims
but one question I really felt I needed answered was ‘How do staff measure the
success of the transition process?’. The most common responses received made
reference to the number of pastoral referrals, incidents recorded, feedback from both
pupils and parents pupils’ perceived level of happiness.
On the whole when asked the question ‘Do you feel there is anything missing from your
transition process?’ The majority staff all replied with the answer no which is very
encouraging to hear. What was extremely interesting and pleasing is when asked ‘Do
you have any suggestions and improvements regarding the Year 6 to Year 7 transition
process’ many staff shared their ideas. I have listed them below in the hope that all 3
schools find these ideas useful:
Pupils to mainly stay with the tutor teachers and integrate with other teachers
whenever possible for the first 3 weeks before camp to really set up clear
expectations and set up culture for the year
● Mixing the based classes around
● A reminder that the Middle School is like a new school for everyone.
●
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Improving communication with the Junior School and Middle School in the
following ways by having : Year 6/7 tutor teacher breakfast once a term, Year 7/8
team leader to attend Yr6 team meetings periodically, Year r7 tutors to visit Year
6 classrooms in Term 4 and Senior Management visit the Junior School and Year
6 to attend Middle School assemblies in Term 4.
● Hosting a house party
●

House System
From the data gathered, it became evident that staff felt the adoption of the house
system within the school setting is important in order to give pupils a sense of belonging
and an opportunity to feel proud to be associated with a particular house name.
Staff were in agreement that siblings being placed into the same house was extremely
beneficial for building strong relationships between school and home.
By allocating the pupils into house groups which included children not in their
homeroom tutor group, staff felt this was very beneficial as it involved giving the pupils
the opportunity to make new friends. Staff also commented on the effectiveness of
having mixed year groups competing in the same teams at house events.
Interestingly, when asked ‘Do you feel the house system assists with the transition
process?’ there were mixed responses. Some staff strongly agreed this helped to create
a bond with others in their house, however other staff felt some pupils may have no
friends in their house due to spending the majority of their school day in homeroom
class and therefore at times may find the house experience negative which in the past
has resulted in pupils wishing to change houses.
Through the appointment of House Captains and and pupil led house events, staff felt
the house system maximises leadership opportunities for pupils. Furthermore, with the
introduction of many whole school large house events, this very much ensured inclusion
for all pupils and created a fun and encouraging environment for pupils to flourish in.
As part of the decision process for the House Captains role, both schools conduct
hustings presentations where the candidates present to the whole house as to why they
should be selected. All pupils within the house attend the hustings and this is very much
encouraged by staff.
In both schools, curriculum time was allocated for house rehearsals, house assemblies
and the running of large events. Usually a scheduled period within the timetable or in
the case of larger house events, all staff and pupils were allowed to be off timetable.
This is largely due to the fact that some events are compulsory for all pupils, therefore
encouraging inclusion and a sense of belonging. Staff were also allocated to a house
and were very much encouraged to be a vital part of the house system.
Similarities Within Kristin, Scotch and RGC
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When pupils enter into Year 7 of Middle School they are given a Year 7 class along with
a Home Room Teacher. RGC has a similar process where pupils have a S1 form class
with an assigned form teacher, however at Kristin the home room teacher will teach
their class for a number of subjects within the curriculum as opposed to only seeing the
class once a day for form time.
All lessons (this can include Maths, English, Social Studies, PE, Health) taught by the
homeroom teacher take place within the Year 7 homeroom classroom and other
subjects are are located in departments with specialist subject teachers.
Benefits
● Excellent stepping stone from comfort of Junior School single classroom and
before progressing to Senior School timetable where pupils will travel to different
locations for all subjects
● Improved relationship between Year 7 homeroom teacher and pupils
● Teachers will have a better understanding of pupils individual needs due to
teaching academic subjects
● With the home room teacher having responsibility for not only pastoral day to day
care but also many academic subjects, communication with parents will be more
frequent
Welcome Days (Immersion/Orientation Days)
As detailed above, all 3 schools provide welcome days before pupils begin the first year
of Middle/Senior School but it seems the dates in relation to the start of Year 7 vary. For
example the welcome day at RGC is carried out 3 months prior to the start of term
whereas Kristin provide one of their days only 4 days before commencing the start of
the school year.
Benefits
● Pupils feel less apprehensive about their first day at a new school
● Pupils will have already met teachers and new peers
● Better understanding of school layout
● Pupils will know where to meet on first morning (year 7 homeroom classroom)
when whole school are present and will not have the daunting prospect of
entering into main hall and having to find their classes allocated area.
Amazing Race
This is an event which the pupils provided a vast amount of information about and
clearly thoroughly enjoyed. It took place within the first week of Year 7 and involved the
pupils working in teams (Junior School and new pupils) to collect letters from different
locations around the school campus in the quickest time. Clues were given to the pupils
in order to identify the different stations. The groups had to stay together and were not
permitted to send off their fastest runner to discover the letter.
Benefits
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Benefits
● Pupils receive handover from other children who have experienced the transition
as opposed to hearing expectations from the teachers’ perspective
● Creates friendships with older year group
Immersion Day - Lesson With Head of Middle School
Similar to both Kristin and RGC, Scotch also have taster lesson days where the new
Year 7 intake will visit the school and experience a mock timetable, however at Scotch
one of the lessons will be taught by the Head of Middle School.
Benefits
● Excellent opportunity for pupils to meet the Head of Middle School in a classroom
setting as opposed to only at an assembly
● Head of Middle School has time to meet/speak to all pupils and identify any
possible learning difficulties or behaviour issues
Student Led House Activities
As part of the induction days, the pupils partake in house activities. The activities
however are lead by the Middle School Student Leader Pupil Electives.
Benefits
● Pupils are collaborating with older year groups from the very start of Year 7
● Excellent opportunity for student leaders to demonstrate leadership skills
● House identify promoted, giving pupils a sense of belonging
Letters to New Year 7s From Homeroom Teachers
A letter from the homeroom teacher is sent home to the pupils before the start of term.
This letter is welcoming all pupils back to Scotch and best wishes for the new term.
Benefits
● A further introduction from the homeroom teacher
● Eases pupils anxiety
Pupil Interviews With Form Teacher
The day before the first day of the new school term, the Year 7 pupils are invited to
attend an introductory pupil/teacher interview where such things as the timetable,
meeting place for the next morning, what the first day of school will entail and a general
one to one chat about the year ahead.
Benefits
● These meetings have proved invaluable for pupils
● Reduces pupils anxiety about the first day of school
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Pupils worries about where to go on the first morning are eliminated
Pupils are given an opportunity to express any concerns
Pupils and parents can meet homeroom teacher and ask any questions they may
have
● Pupils and parents can go home and have evening to discuss timetable as
opposed to pupils receiving these on the first day of school
● No cover for staff required as this takes place during staff inservice days
●
●
●

Buddy System
Before the first day of term, all pupils are allocated a buddy within their year group.
Pupils are encouraged to meet up with this body as soon as they arrive on the first
morning and to communicate with this pupil throughout the first week.
Benefits
● Camaraderie promoted from onset of pupils arriving at Scotch
● No pupil should find themselves alone, especially on first morning
Get To Know You Sheets
Within the first week of Year 7 pupils are asked to complete a sheet detailing
information about themselves such as their hobbies, interests, subjects they enjoy,
things they find a challenge and something they would like teachers to know about
them.
Benefits
● It gives the homeroom teacher a real insight into their new pupils
● Less confident pupils are given the opportunity to express themselves without
having to worry about talking aloud
● Any worries the pupils have about Year 7 can be identified at a very early stage
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House Areas
At Scotch, all 6
houses are allocated a
house meeting
area. This is where
pupils from Year
7 - 12 from each house
assemble for
house meetings,
rehearsals etc. These rooms were decorated with house flags, logos etc.
Benefits
● A real house spirit can be created
● Pupils have a sense of belonging
● Head of Houses have an opportunity to regularly communicate with the whole
house
● Pupils communicate with all year groups in a safe and secure place
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ROBERT GORDON’S COLLEGE
Extra-Curricular Activities Tasters
Towards the end of summer, the P7 pupils are invited to attend fun activity after school
taster sessions such as hockey, rugby, debating, art and card games. Staff are asked if
they would like to run a session. Generally staff will select an activity similar to what
they will offer as an extracurricular activity for S1s.
Benefits
● A good introduction to the activities available for S1
● Encourages pupils, especially non Junior School pupils to get involved in
activities that they may have felt too intimidated to try due to Junior School pupils
having previously participated in some of these activities during P7
● Provides another opportunity for new S1 pupils to meet and socialise before the
start of term.

External
Primary
School
Visits
Once all the S1 places have been confirmed, visits to the new pupils primary school
take place. A member of the Senior School teaching team and two current S1 pupils
(one from RGC Junior School and one from an external primary school) attend the
visits. A video detailing ‘The Day In The Life Of An S1 At RGC’ is shown to the P7
pupils, a PowerPoint with information such as the different subjects offered, lunch,
extracurricular etc is discussed from both a staff and pupils point of view and the P7
pupils are given a chance to ask any questions they may have. Wherever possible,
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pupils who attend the selected primary schools go back as the S1 pupil to their old
school.
Benefits
● Stronger connections are made with RGC and external primary schools
● P7 pupils are introduced to two S1 pupils who can act as a buddy in the new
school year
● P7 pupils gain a further insight into life at RGC
● Teaching staff can identify pupils specific needs/learning styles which may be
difficult to diagnose when in larger groups
Senior School Teacher Teaching Junior School Pupils
Many of the P7 specialist subjects such as art, drama, IT and PE are taught by the
Senior School teachers. In some occasions the P7 pupils are timetabled in classrooms
within the Senior School.
Benefits
● Helps to ensure a smoother transition to Senior School as pupils will be familiar
with school layout
● Regular communication between Junior and Senior staff where pupils needs and
the curriculum can be discussed
● Pupils reassured on first week as will recognise familiar faces
Appointment of House Coordinator and Head of Houses
Staff are recruited from within RGC to fulfill the role of Head of House for each of the
four houses along with the post of House Coordinator who is responsible for managing
all house activity within the College. This role does not include all the responsibilities of
that of a guidance teacher.
Benefits
● Staff have the time to truly instill house values within the college
● Staff can deliver an extensive house events programme catering for all pupils
interests
● Close relationships between Head of House and pupils, specially families

S1 House Lunchtime Activities
For the first four lunchtimes of the new school year house activities are provided for the
S1 pupils. These include events which involve the pupils having to work collaboratively
not only within their form class or house but on some occasions with the whole year
group. Such activities are house quizzes, getting to know each other challenges, fun
games and introductions of house staff and S6 House Captains. Pupils are instructed to
meet in a designated area as soon as they have finished their lunch in the canteen.
Benefits
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No pupil will be left on their own at lunchtime
Encourages pupils to mix with different pupils who are not in their house or form
class
● Pupils meet house staff and S6 captains very early on within the term where
good relationships can be established
●
House
spirit
promoted
from day
one
●
●

Proposals for Robert Gordon’s College
As detailed above, RGC currently implement many successful and worthwhile practices
regarding both the transition and house system. From my GAIL Staff Fellowships and
exploring both Kristin and Scotch’s methodologies, I would like to suggest the following
recommendations for RGC:
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Transition
1. In-service Day Pupil Teacher Meetings - Inviting pupils and parents to RGC

during the initial inservice days before the first day of term to meet their new form
teacher, receive their timetable and be given the opportunity to ask any desired
questions. This could be through one to one 10 minute interviews. I feel this
would be a successful introduction to the start of S1 as pupils will not have seen
the form teacher for 3 months and may reduce pupils anxiety about their first day.
Alternatively, pupils could receive two welcome days instead of one if the
timetable allowed.
2. Prefect Assistance - Having prefects assist with the first week of S1. This could

involve greeting the pupils on the first morning at all entrances to school,
marshalling pupils to assigned form classes in the assembly hall and being
present in the playground between periods to guide pupils to different
departments. There could be allocated ‘Lost Stations’. Training for all prefects
could be carried out during the initial in-service days.
3. Off Timetable Teambuilding Activities - Although pupils do attend the

Coylumbridge residential teambuilding camp, this does not take place until week
7 in the new school year. If possible I would like to suggest this takes place
earlier. Alternatively RGC provide on site fun getting to know you games, quizzes
about the school/house, finding different location games and team challenges
early into the term in order to further encourage integration of Junior School and
external new pupils from the onset. This could take place at Countesswells.
4. Welcome Day Lesson With Head Of S1/Classroom Visits - Currently the

Head of S1 will welcome pupils on the introduction day but it may also be
beneficial if time allows for them to take classes for a lesson or visit the pupils in
the different subjects to interact with pupils in a classroom setting.
5. Improved Communication Between Junior School/External Feeder Primary

●
●
●
●
●

Schools - This was identified as an area all 3 schools wish to develop but is very
much dependent on time available. Possible suggestions are:
Senior School teachers, especially guidance and form staff visiting Junior School
class.
Primary 7 teachers shadowing a S1 pupil for the day to gain an insight into a
typical day of an S1.
Primary 7 teachers meeting with Head of Departments to discuss curriculum
areas and effective progressions.
Additional meetings between P7 class teachers and Head of S1, guidance staff
and form teachers.
External headteachers and guidance information evening where the informal
sharing of information could take place.
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House System
1. Junior School Involvement - Having a much stronger promotion of the house

system by introducing the following:
●

●

●
●
●

House Events - This could be one a term and involve a variety of activities. It
could be as simple as having a house hockey or rugby tournament on the last
week of term at Games if numbers allow.
Primary 7 House Captains - Similar to Senior School, hustings could be held for
candidates to be selected. I feel this would encourage pupils to apply for S1
House Reps positions.
House Assemblies - This could involve the Head of Houses from Senior School
and S6 House Captains attending.
House Cup Competition - Having a structured point system and updating
regularly to encourage house competition amongst pupils.
House Junior School Coordinator - Appointing a member of staff to oversee all
the house activity within Junior School and collaborating with the House
Coordinator of Senior School to establish smooth transition links.

2. S6 House Captains Selection Process - Maintain the hustings process,

however ensure attendance is compulsory for all pupils within the house and not
optional to try and avoid popularity contests. Additionally, introduce interviews
with Head of House and members of the Senior Management Team, similar to
the House Captains roles.
3. Compulsory/More Inclusive House Events - RGC offers an abundance of

house activities with an exceptionally high participation rate, however the vast
majority of these activities are voluntary. It would be fantastic to see more events
on offer which are more inclusive and encourage a larger number of pupils to get
involved. This could be through things such as swimming carnivals, events at
sports days or performing arts type activities. This may involve including these
events on the timetable if to be successful. Life size house mascots could be
introduced to further promote house spirit at events.
4. Further Promotion Of House T-Shirts - The introduction of the house polo

shirts received a very positive response from both pupils and staff however only
a small percentage of pupils have purchased one. By permitting pupils to wear
the polo shirts at such as events as house cross country, sporting end of term
events, S1 teambuilding trips or any future large scale events this may
encourage more pupils to wear them. Additionally, if there was a greater need for
the polo shirts they could be made compulsory and added to the required kit list. I
realise however this will be dependant on costs. Finally, house polo shirts could
be presented to elected house captains.
5. Continued Collaboration of Year Groups - A few years ago, RGC introduced

the S1-S6 House Choir Competition. It has proved to be a very popular and
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successful annual event. I think it would be very worthwhile to continue to have
mixed year group events. This could be events such as swimming relays, talent
shows or quizzes. By pupils regularly collaborating with older year groups, this
should assist with pupils knowing each other better when voting at house
hustings.
6. Timetable of Events - Currently after school house events take place on a

Tuesday due to hall availability. Other extra curricular clubs such as Combined
Cadet Force and music band practice also run on the same night. Other venues
such as Countesswells could used or running events which could take place in
classrooms etc on varied nights could be explored in order to maximise
participation from all pupils.
Conclusion
I found the GAIL Staff Fellowship thoroughly beneficial. It provided an unprecedented
opportunity to learn from and exchange best practice with two GAIL schools and at the
same time extending the good working relationship established between RGC, Kristin
and Scotch.
All 3 schools execute very successful transition and house programmes with many
novel ideas which I have no doubt will be explored by other schools.
It is intended that the content of this report will be used to make the transition from
Junior to Senior School as smooth as possible and a much less daunting experience for
the RGC pupils.
I highly recommend staff members apply for the fellowship as I truly believe it is a once
in a lifetime opportunity to visit other schools and learn so much from each other as well
as forging lasting friendships with fellow teachers from across the globe.
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Appendix 1 - Results from P7 to S1 Transition RGC Parental Questionnaire
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My child started at RGC Junior School in P6. I found the transition process to Senior
School very efficient and was extremely impressed with the communications that had
taken place between Junior and Senior schools which made the transition a very
positive experience for my child. Concerns that I had due to my child having some
issues were dealt with brilliantly by the school - I have nothing but positives to say
about the staff and the transition process - you did a great job!
None
Thought the process was useful and effective.
Very happy child = very happy parents. Thank you.

Are there any things that we could have done better to ensure a smoother
transition process?
A daytime parents information meeting in addition to an evening meeting.
A few induction days - perhaps shadowing an S1 buddy
Another day at the school
Exposure to teaching and learning of the Senior School from April-June in P7 e.g.
Replicate and begin subject teaching.
I think the introductory day in P7 would be more useful with child's set class rather
than their form class.
More team building events, in Aberdeen
More than one visit. Children also to meet their teaching set and subject teachers.
My child's first experience with his guidance teacher was a bit gruff however we have
been generally delighted with the transition process
Two or three welcome days maybe
Would have been good to spend time on the one induction day with the teaching
group as these as the children they spend most time with in S1
My child started at RGC Junior School in P6. I found the transition process to Senior
School very efficient and was extremely impressed with the communications that had
taken place between Junior and Senior schools which made the transition a very
positive experience for my child. Concerns that I had due to my child having some
issues were dealt with brilliantly by the school - I have nothing but positives to say
about the staff and the transition process - you did a great job!
None
Rugby
Thought the process was useful and effective.
Very happy child = very happy parents. Thank you.
We are delighted that our daughter has adapted to life at RGC so well and with such
ease. Her confidence has grown and this is demonstrated each evening as she
recounts her day with boundless enthusiasm. Meeting with her teachers on Thursday
was such a positive experience and further confirmed that RGC was the correct choice
for her. Many thanks.
We feel the inappropriate use of iPads are a huge distraction. Distractive material and
media should be discouraged within school hours.
Would be beneficial for the children to have more than one day transition similar to
other schools in P7/S1
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Appendix 2 - Kristin Newsletter
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MONDAY Day 2 24th July
TIme
Meeting
8.15
Pd 1
8.30
Pd 2
9.30
Morning Tea
10.45

Meet Tim briefly in his
office :)
MS School Assembly 8.30
- 9.00 pm
With Trudy (TIm’s PA) for
wifi connection :)
With Tim
Tim - Executive Principal

Location

Focus

Tim’s Office - Main
Administration Block
Trudy to take you to
auditorium
Trudy’s office in Main
Admin Block

Welcome :)

Tim’s Office

General discussion on the
fellowship

Technology block

Get to know the team and
to provide her with a desk
if she needs one to do her
work
2pm meeting with Nicola
Hackett - Yr 7 Learning
Coordinator.

Welcome back to school.
Getting devices and
internet connected :)

11.15
Lunch

Free time Technology staffroom
(Martin to pick Nicola up)

Pd 5
1.30 - 1.50

Yr 7 PE Class - 20 minutes

2.00 - 2.25

2.00pm Meeting Nicola
Hackett - MS Staff Room

Pd 6
2.25 - 3.20

Classroom observation Maths with Nicola Hackett Yr 7

MS 10

Meeting and introducing
yourself to some Yr 7’s :)

After School
3.30 - 4.30

Full staff meeting - Dove

Dove

Notices and messages perhaps sit with Martin -

TUESDAY Day 3 25th July
TIme
Meeting
Pd 1
8.30
Pd 2 9.25
10.30
Pd 3 10.50

Meeting Andre van den
Bergh’s Yr 7 tutor class Yr 7 Maths
MS DP - Mark Haslam
Morning tea
Rob Hutton (Junior School
DP) and Sharon Forum
(Junior leader)

Roy Munn Gym until 1.50 first ½ of class - to see fun
games with Viv

Location

Focus

MS 01

Getting to know a lovely tutor
class - these guys will be a
research groups
Transition of MS students

Marks Office - Middle
School Offices
Rob Hutton office in
Junior School

Junior School transitions

Pd 4
11.45
Lunch
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12.30 - 1.25
Pd 5
1.30

Viv Jones - meeting about
Yr 7 Dean role and
transition

Viv Jones office in MS
Deans area

Meeting about Yr 7 Dean role
and transition

Pd 6
2.25 - 3.20
After school

WEDNESDAY Day 4 26th July
TIme
Meeting

Location

Focus

9 AM

Boardroom

Meeting with all the
Principals together

Pd 2
9.30
Morning Tea
Pd 3
10.50
Pd 4
11.45
Lunch
12.40 - 1.25
Pd 5
1.30

Principals Meeting - Tim’s
Boardroom

Pd 3 Hockey Lesson with Viv :)
9PE with Trevor Hayes

Old Gym

12PEO with Katie O’Brien possibly offsite swimming leaves at the start of lunch

Pd 6
2.25
After School

THURSDAY Day 5 27th July
TIme
Meeting
Pd 1
8.30
Pd 2
9.25
Morning Tea
Pd 3
10.50
Pd 4

Location

Focus

Sarah Wakeford - GAIL
Champion (finally back from
overseas! )
Staff Morning Tea -

Main Staffroom

Catch up and see
how research is
going
Meeting and
updates

Attitude Awards assembly

Auditorium

Main Staffroom

Andre’s Yr 7 Tutor class
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11.45
Lunch
12.40
Pd 5
1.30
Pd 6
2.25
After school

Meeting Carl - Yr 10 Dean

Carls office upstairs in MS
admin block

Focus on transition
from Yr 10 to 11
and house system

Sylvia Park

To spend up large

Location

Focus

12PEO with Katie
Late night shopping

FRIDAY Day 6 28th July
TIme
Meeting
Pd 1
8.30
Pd 2
9.25
Morning Tea

13isss with Trevor Hayes

Pd 3
10.50
Pd 4
11.45
Lunch
12.40
Pd 5
1.30
Pd 6
2.25
After school

12pe Katie O

Andre’s Yr 7 Tutor Class interviews?
MS House Captain meeting

Andres Yr 7 Tutor Class interviews?

MS01
MS meeting room

Meeting House
Captains and see
what they do :)

MS01

10sport Katie O
Andre’s Yr 7 Tutor Class interviews?
Local cuisine and a couple of
beverages

MS01
Kohimarama

Getting to know
how good NZ food
and wine is

Stay with Sandra until Sunday morning :)
Saturday visit Puhoi cheese factory and a bush walk if weather is permitting.
Saturday night go to sky tower for tea.

Scotch
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Appendix 4 - Pupil Questionnaire

Pupil Transition Questionnaire
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Hello my name is Miss Stephen and I am a teacher form Robert Gordon's College in Aberdeen, Scotland,
U.K. I am carrying out a research project about the transition process from Year 6 to Year 7 and would
really appreciate your input.
The questionnaire is optional and all answers will remain anonymous.

1. What was the best thing about joining Middle School?
2. Which Year 7 activities do you enjoy participating in (this can be
curricular or extra-curricular?
3. Which house activities have you participated in?
4. Which one has been your favourite?
5. Do you feel being part of a house is important?
Yes
No

Why?
6. Which activities did you participate in Junior School which related to
starting Middle School?
Did they help you settle into Middle School?
Yes definitely
Yes sort of
Not really

Why?
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7. Have you made many new friends since joining Year 7?
Yes
No

How did you make these friends?
8. Did you feel ready to start Middle School?
Yes
No

9. What were you most dreading about entering Middle School?
10. What was the biggest challenge about starting Middle School?
What did you find hard?

How did you overcome it?
Your answer
SUBMIT

Appendix 5 - Staff Questionnaire

Transition from Year 6 to Year 7 - Staff
Questionnaire
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Hello, my name is Nicola Stephen and I am a teacher from Robert Gordon's College, Aberdeen. Scotland. As part of
my research data collection for my GAIL Staff Fellowship, I would be most grateful if you could make time to
answer the questions below related to the Year 6 to Year 7 transition process.
Thank you very much for your assistance with this.

1. In your opinion, which activities/events did your class participate in prior
to beginning Year 7 which contributed to an effective transition process?
2. On the first day of Year 7, which activities/events/processes do you feel
ensured the pupils in your class felt less apprehensive about starting Year 7?
3. In your experience, what appears to be the biggest concern expressed by
parents, regarding the progression from Year 6 to Year 7?
4. Do you feel the house system employed by Kristin assists with the
transition process?
Strongly Agree
Agree
Partially Agree
Disagree

Why?
5. How often do use these main methods of communication between Kristin
and your Year 7 parents?
At least once a year
At least once a term
At least once a month
At least once a week
Parents evenings
Reports
Individual emails
Whole class group emails
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Phone calls
Other
Parents evenings
Reports
Individual emails
Whole class group emails
Phone calls
Other

If other, can you describe this communication?
6. Which teaching styles/activities/events have you employed/participated in
throughout the year which you feel have aided with the transition process?
7. What has been the most challenging part of being a Year 7 home
8. What do you think has been the biggest challenge about Year 7 for your
class members?
9. What do you feel ensured pupils from both Kristin Junior School and
outside feeder primaries integrated effectively?
10. Are there any improvements/suggestions you can recommend regarding
the Year 6 to Year 7 transition process?
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